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p-values defined

• When are two values different in a in a reliable 
(statistically significant) way?

• p-value the probability of obtaining a test 
statistic at least as extreme as the one that was 
actually observed, assuming that the null 
hypothesis is true.

– test statistic  numerical summary of the data

– null hypothesis  no change/no relationship



p-values - common pitfalls
1. it is not a measure of magnitude or quality

2. it is very sensitive to the number of measurements

3. it is very sensitive to systematic errors 

4. does not account for the upper bounds

5. cannot properly account for (latent) multiple testing

6. cannot point to biologically relevant effects

7. my personal observation  everything can be made statistically 
significant if you try hard enough



On p-values and statistical significance

• It’s not just you  very few people understand p-values,  
even fewer can apply them correctly

• Those that do understand p-value don’t understand the 
specifics of you experiment … so that won’t be of any help

• Reviewers don’t understand them either  but they will 
demand that you put them in 

• p-values are the quite possibly the most misused concept 
in science - science works despite  people using p-values 
to prove effects



Why is the p-value used so widely?

• There is nothing better 

• We’re are trained to not accept something as 
scientific unless it has a p-value attached to it –
strangely almost no one questions how the p-
value was computed

• Many phenomena should never even be 
characterized by a p-value  what is the p-value 
of Mona Lisa?





Avoid p-values: estimate confidence intervals

• BAD:  the values of 20 and 30 are not equal at the significance level of 0.05

GOOD: There is a 95% chance that my value is lies between 15 to 25 

• It is very liberating to no have to think in terms of p-values!

• use p-values as sanity check rather than proof of the size of effect!

Commentaries on significance testing:

http://www.indiana.edu/~stigtsts/

http://www.stat.duke.edu/~berger/p-values.html

'Common sense' is not common but needs to learnt systematically... A 
'simple analysis' can be harder than it looks.... All statistical techniques, 
however sophisticated, should be subordinate to subjective judgment. 
(Chatfield 1985)



Simple strategies: use the normal distribution to 
estimate confidence intervals

always look at your distribution (histogram)
many distributions are wider than the normal (t-distribution) or skewed (poisson)
etc. you need to evaluate orders of magnitude – not whether a value just squeezes in
under an arbitrary cutoff

z score = value / standard_dev

how many standard deviations 
away is the value



Simple strategies: use the t-test to estimate

one sample: test whether a mean of a sample is equal to a value
two sample: test whether the means of two samples are equal 



Simple strategies: use the chi-square test to 
between observed and expected frequencies

change      nochange

drug               76                399

placebo        129               332

The point not to prove the effect rather than sanity check  do we even
have enough support in the most ideal estimate



bioinformatician = jack of all trades 
(master of none?)

• You can’t run with every computational problem to a 
computer scientists  need programming ability

• You can‘t run with every statistical problem to a 
statistician  need to not be afraid of statistics

• All you need is really basic statistics  high school level

• Your collaborators need to be able to focus on the 
difficult problems



A brief selection from midterm projects



groupBy command line

file must be sorted by the columns that will be grouped upon
(similar to the way uniq works)



Using groupby/stats
column 1 column 6



groupby example



Homework 22

• Intersect the peaks produced for homework 
21 with genes extended to also contain the 
200 bp upstream region (flankBed)

• Find the value of the maximal peak for each 
gene separately (groupBy)

• What is the median, and standard deviation of 
all peaks in the peaks.gff file (stats)


